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ABSTRACT
The resilience of a production system is determined by its capability to respond to internal break-
downs and/or external disruptions and recover. In conventional production systems, internal dis-
ruptions such as machine breakdown are handled by parallel stations and storage buffers, which
come at a cost. In this paper, we propose to use reconfigurablemachines (RMs) andmovable buffers
(MBs) to increase the resilience of a production system. The production system is modelled using a
modified Markov chain model. To reduce the computational effort, an iterative method is adopted
for the production lines that havemanyRMs andMBs. The resilience of the production system is eval-
uated by a combination of production loss, steady production rate with threshold, work-in-process
in Idle-area of MBs, process time of work-in-process in Idle-area of MB with threshold, and invest-
ment return. Two production systems are analysed, one with 3 operations and the other with 10
operations. The computer simulation results indicate that the resilience of a production system can
be improved by more than 9% by RMs and MBs. Finally, a set of guidelines for design production
systems with RMs and MBs are also given.
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Nomenclature

Aj(n) state probability transition matrix of jth
2-stages-1-buffer module at cycle n

CP cost per part
CO cost per minute of overtime
CAj buffer capacity Tj, j = 1, 2, · · · ,N − 1
CAMB capacity of the Idle-area ofmovable buffers
FC fixed cost of building and running the pro-

duction system
IR return on investment
Mi number of stations at stage i, where

i = 1, 2, · · · ,N
N number of production stages
Oj(n) utilisation of buffer Tj at the end of cycle n
OPm number of operations that reconfigurable

machines can process,m ∈ N+
ps Bernoulli reliability of switch of reconfig-

urable machine in one cycle
pMB probability of each successful move to the

specified location
PL production losses caused by machine

breakdowns
PR(n) production at cycle n

CONTACT Yong Zhong zhongyong@scut.edu.cn

SPRδ the breakdown-free steady production rate
with threshold δ

SOi number of working machines that at stage
i of production cycle n (only affected by
the of its own machine Bernoulli reliabil-
ity and regardless of the utilisation of the
front and rear buffers)

S0Pi probability vector of SOi
Si(n) the number of products processed by stage

i at cycle n (affected by Both Bernoulli reli-
ability and the utilisation of front and rear
buffers)

SPi (n) probability vector of Si(n)
Tj buffer j = 1, 2, · · · ,N − 1
tr the time when the PR(n) is restored to the

steady state after a breakdown
WIPM work-in-process in movable buffers
WIPTMγ process time of work-in-process in mov-

able buffers with threshold γ

xj state vector of buffer j
xMBj state vector that replaces the Idle-area of

the movable buffers of the buffer Tj.
xPj (n) probability vector of xj at the end of

cycle n
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xPMBj(n) probability vector of xMBj at the end of
cycle n

�T production cycle
Y yield without any breakdown.

1. Introduction

With ever increased global competition and manufac-
turing uncertainty, manufacturing companies need to
re-examine their operations from the resilient perspec-
tive (Kusiak 2020).Many studies on resilience in different
domains have been published, e.g. ecological resilience
(Müller et al. 2016), economic resilience (Simmie and
Martin 2010), urban resilience (Ouyang, Dueñas-Osorio,
and Min 2012), transportation system resilience (Matts-
son and Jenelius 2015), distribution network resilience
(Gao et al. 2015), food supply resilience (Tendall et al.
2015), psychological resilience (Xi, Zuo, and Wu 2012),
and manufacturing resilience (Dinh et al. 2012; Kusiak
2019). Production resilience examines possible break-
downs and recovery in global and local contexts. It
has been reported that a seemingly small number of
events may result in significant damage to the industry
worldwide (Sawik 2018). For example, the 2016 earth-
quake in Taiwan shut down many semiconductor facto-
ries, and directly affected Japan, Korean, China, and the
USA (Wan 2016). In 2011, a flood in Thailand caused a
sharp drop in global hard disk shipments with soaring
prices (Coughlin 2011). Some kinds of breakdowns are
uncontrollable and unpredictable, it is generally agreed
that breakdowns should be managed rather than simply
suppressed (Hollnagel 2012). In other words, resilience
should emphasise the system ability to withstand, absorb,
and recover from internal breakdowns or external dis-
turbances (Alliance 2021). Typically, the resilience of a
production system depends on many factors including
product design (Haug 2018), material/component supply
(Cavalcante et al. 2019), production system setup (Jin and
Xi 2016), production system control (Zou et al. 2019), as
well as sales and service network (Kakadia and Ramirez-
Marquez 2020). This paper focuses on the design of
production systems, particularly, production lines.

Parallel stations or lines and large-capacity storage
buffers are used to improve resilience of a production sys-
tem (Dinh et al. 2012), but the shortcomings of the two
methods include higher costs and more space. With the
advancement of computer and robotic technologies, it is
possible to use other strategies to improve resilience of
a production system, such as Reconfigurable Machines
(RM) and Movable Buffers (MB). RM is the machine
that can change the machine structure or parameters to
achievemore functions (Koren et al. 2003).MB is a buffer
with both moving and storing functions (Chang, Fu, and

Hu 2006). The Numerical Control multi-function RM
was first introduced in the study by Koren et al. (2003).
Bi et al. (2007) summarised the development of RM from
1990 to 2007 and discussed the limitations. In the past
decade, the research kept moving forward and several
applications were developed (Katz 2007; Gadalla and Xue
2018; Tian, Liang, and Pan 2007). Zhang and van Lutter-
velt (2011); Gu et al. (2015) had shown that the RM can
improve the resilience of the production system because
it can maintain the production process by reconfigur-
ing to achieve the function of the nearest stations in the
event of a failure, although productivity may not be full.
However, they only considered making improvements to
the machines instead of the buffer, such as using MB.
The buffers can increase the resilience of the production
systems (Dinh et al. 2012). By using a robot for part han-
dling and an AGV for part transportation, one can make
an MB. This concept has appeared in recent years. For
example, D’Souza, Costa, and Pires (2020) proposed to
add a collaborative robot to an industrial AGV. Chang,
Fu, and Hu (2006) gave an innovative mobile automated
storage/retrieval system by using an integrated multi-
level conveying device for automated picking operation.
Such an MB can replace a number of buffers effectively.
Nonetheless, they did not discuss the impact of usingMB
on resilience in production systems.

There are several differentmethods formodelling pro-
duction systems, of which theMarkov chain is a generally
applicable method (Meerkov and Zhang 2008). Unfortu-
nately, it suffers from a dimension size problem. Expo-
nential growth in dimensionality also increases computa-
tional complexity. In other words, dimension reduction is
necessary. Gu et al. (2015); Zhang et al. (2013) proposed
their algorithms to approximate dynamic performance.
In Zhang et al. (2013), the production system is split into
stages and each stage contains only onemachine but there
is no RM and MB. In Gu et al. (2015), the same split
approximationmethod is used tomodel production lines
with RM added but no MB. Therefore, their methods are
not applicable to our design. This paper proposes away to
achieve dimension reduction for modelling the produc-
tion process of linewith RMandMB. Themethod applies
to any number of buffers and has been shown to be highly
accurate. For evaluating the resilience of production sys-
tems, Zhang and van Luttervelt (2011); Gu et al. (2015)
had proposed that the resilience of production systems
could bemeasured using several indices, such as Produc-
tion Loss (PL), Total Underproduction Time (TUT), and
Throughput Settling Time (TST). However, they did not
take into account MB. In fact, while a multi-functional
RM can be considered as a device like a parallel station
that eases the spatial constraints, MB can be consid-
ered as a device similar to a conventional storage buffer
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that eases the time constraints. This combination will
ease the impact of production breakdown and, hence,
improve the resilience of a production system. Therefore,
this paper proposes other resilience indices applicable to
MB includingWork-In-Process (WIP),Work-In-Process
in Idle-area of Movable Buffer (WIPM), Process Time
of Work-In-Process in Idle-area of Movable Buffer with
Threshold γ (WIPTMγ ), and Investment Return (IR).

In this paper, we present a novel study on the design
of resilient production systems using both RM and MB.
Firstly, a general MB conceptual structure is given. Sec-
ondly, an iterativemodel is established for the production
process with RM and MB production lines, and new
indices are proposed. Finally, two examples are given to
show that both MB and RM can improve the resilience.
In summary, the effects of usingMB or both RM andMB
on the resilience of production systems have not been dis-
cussed before. This paper proposed that MB can improve
system resilience and using both RM and MB is more
efficient than using either of them.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. An iter-
ative algorithm rather than a traditional Markov chain
model for modelling the production process of line with
RM and MB is formulated in Section 2. Several resilient
indices are also discussed. Section 3 shows two simula-
tion examples, both of them use the iterative algorithm.
Finally, in Section 4, some guidelines for designing
resilient manufacturing systems using RM and MB are
summarised and future works are also described.

2. Themodelling of a production system

2.1. The layout and the assumptions

Consider a production systemwithN stages, each having
Mi(i = 1, 2, · · · ,N) stations and every station is occu-
pied by one or several machines as shown in

Figure 1. Every machine can work on one or more
operations. Between each pair of successive stages, there
may be a buffer Tj(j = 1, 2, · · · ,N − 1) and its capac-
ity is CAj (i.e. it is capable of holding CAj parts).
To analyse its behaviour, following assumptions are
made:

(1) In a production cycle, each machine follows the
Bernoulli reliability model with probability is p (i.e.
its reliability is p).

(2) The machines in the first stage will not be starved.
However, machines at stage i(2 ≤ i ≤ N) will be
starved if they are up but the buffer Ti−1 is empty
or the number of working machines at stage i is
greater than the buffer Ti−1 occupied capacity at the
beginning of a cycle.

Figure 1. Illustration of an N stage production system.

(3) The machines in the last stage will not be blocked.
Nonetheless machines at stage i(1 ≤ i ≤ N − 1)will
be blocked if they are up running but the successor
buffer Ti is full or the number of working machines
at stage i is greater than the remaining capacity of the
buffer Ti at the beginning of a cycle.

(4) The breakdown of a machine (or operation in the
machine) occurs only at the beginning of a produc-
tion cycle.

(5) Breakdowns occur when the production system is
running in steady state (i.e. the beginning and the
ending of the production run, no breakdowns may
incur).

(6) Only a single type of product is produced and it
needs to go through the entire the production sys-
tem stage by stage. The transfer time between stages
and buffers are neglectable.

(7) TheWIPs produced at stage i(1 ≤ i ≤ N − 1) at the
end of each production cycle are placed in the buffer
Tj or Area-j of MB and not counted in the yield (Y)
but those in Idle-area of MB (WIPM) are.

Now, consider the production system with RM and
MB. When a breakdown incurs, RM can be reconfigured
to prevent the entire production system being shut down,
though, the production rate (PR) will still decline. The
use of RMmay result in structural changes of the produc-
tion system, because an RM in a given stage can be used
for its predecessor stage or successor stage. In this case,
the number of machines in a stage and even the num-
ber of stages may alter. Accordingly, both the state vector
and the transition probability matrix need to be changed.
A typical RM can be modelled as shown in Figure 2. It
can handle several operations, OP1,OP2, · · · ,OPm,m ∈
N+. Each OP can replace the function of stage i, i ∈
{1, 2, · · · ,N} in the production line. Within a RM, there
are connecting channels among the operations. Addi-
tionally, a switch is used to select the concrete operation.
Similar to the machines, RM follows Bernoulli reliability
with probability ps in a cycle.

MB can be considered as an AGVwith a robot loading
arm as shown in Figure 3. It would have several stor-
age areas, Idle-Area, Area-1, Area-2, etc., to store parts
for different stages. Specifically, Area-1, Area-2, . . . are
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Figure 2. The model of an RM.

Figure 3. The model of an MB.

the same as buffers T1, T2, . . . , while Idle-area is used
to replace Ti−1 when a machine in stage i breaks down.
When a station in breaksdown or blocks, MB moves to
its predecessor station, collects the parts, and stores them
for later usage. MB should have sufficient time to move
around different stages. Therefore, it typically covers no
more than four stages. Moreover, its cost would be lower
than three fixed buffers as only one robot is used instead
of three. Another advantage of MB is that it could reduce
the size of a production system by eliminating the buffers.
The capacity of an MB is determined by its reliability
pMB (the probability of each successful move to the speci-
fied location and there could be multiple movements in a
cycle.), capacity of storage area (i.e. the size of Idle-Area,
Area 1, Area 2, . . . ) as well as its moving speed. For sim-
plicity, in the following discussions, it is assumed thatMB
has limited storage area but infinite moving speed.

2.2. Model building and dimension reduction

First, the production cycle time needs to be determined.
In general, the production cycle time is taken as the max-
imum among the cycle times of all the stages. This may
result in long idleness for fast machines. Hence, consid-
ering each stage running on its own cycle time, the cycle
of the production system, ΔT, is as follows:

�T = The GCD of the cycle times in all stages (1)

where GCD is the Greatest Common Divisor. The use of
GCD has little impact in the analysis of steady-state per-
formance of the system. But it affects the dynamic perfor-
mance in the event of machine (or operation) breakdown
or production fluctuation. Moreover, it would increase
the complexity of the model because the cycle time in
each stage could be different. As an example, in a two-
stage serial production line, Stage 1 has the cycle time 2
and Stage 2 has the cycle times 3, then,�T = 1. The Stage
2 will not complete its operation when n is divisible by 2
but not by 3, while Stage 1 will not complete its operation
when n is divisible by 3 but not by 2, where n ∈ N+.

The dimension of themodel is dependent on the num-
ber of buffers and the capacity of each buffer. With the
increase of the number of buffers and their capacities, the
dimension will quickly become too large. For the exam-
ple, suppose there are three buffers and each buffer can
store nine parts, then the dimension of the model will
be (9 + 1)5 = 100, 000. Consequently, the state proba-
bility transitionmatrix will become a 100, 000 × 100, 000
matrix. Such a dimension will cause various problems
such as computation time and numerical error. Hence,
reducing the dimension is desirable.

For the production system during breakdown-free
periods, we developed another dimension reduction
algorithm based on iterative reduction (Gu et al. 2015).
As shown in Figure 4, the idea is to decompose the pro-
duction line into a number of two-stage stations. The
right hand side except stage N and the left hand side
except stage 1 of the two-stage stations.

To form the iteratively reduced dimension model, we
define:

Oj(n) as the utilization of buffer Tj(j = 1, 2, · · · ,N − 1)
at the end of cycle n;

xj = [01 · · ·CAj]T the state vector of buffer j, and xPj (n)
the probability vector of xj, i.e. xPj (n) = [P{Oj(n) = 0}P{Oj

(n) = 1} · · · P{Oj(n) = Cj}]T = [xPj,0(n) xPj,1(n) · · ·
xPj,CAj

(n)]T .

The iterative reduced dimension model for the jth 2-
stage-1-buffer module is as follows:

xPj (n) = Aj(n)xPj (n − 1) (2)

where Aj(n) is the state probability transition matrix of
the jth 2-stage-1-buffer module at cycle n. It has the
structure below:

Aj(n) =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

Aj
00(n) · · · Aj

1CAj
(n)

...
. . .

...
Aj
CAj1(n) · · · Aj

CAjCAj
(n)

⎤
⎥⎥⎦
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Figure 4. Decomposed production line structure.

Next, define SOi ∈ {0, 1, · · · ,Mi} as the number of parts
processed in stage i, i = 1, 2, · · · ,N, in a cycle. Note that
it is only affected by its Bernoulli reliability regardless of
the utilisation of its predecessor buffer and the successor
buffer. Define SOP

i as the probability vector of SOi:

SOP
i = [

P{SOi = 0} P{SOi=1} · · · P{SOi=Mi}
]T

= [
SOP

i,0 SOP
i,1 · · · SOP

i,Mi

]T .

Then, define Si(n) ∈ {0, 1, · · · ,Mi} as the number of
parts processed by stage i, i = 1, 2, · · · ,N at cycle n. Sim-
ilarly, it is only affected by its Bernoulli reliability regard-
less of the utilisation of its predecessor buffer and the
successor buffer. Define SPi (n) as the probability vector
of Si(n):

SPi (n) = [P{Si(n) = 0} P{Si(n) = 1}
· · · P{Si(n) = Mi}]T

= [
SPi,0(n) SPi,1(n) · · · SPi,Mi(n)

]T .

Then, each element in the transition matrix Aj(n) can
be calculated as follows:

Aj
Oj(n)Oj(n−1)(n) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

∑
j
SPj,Sj(n)(n)S

P,r
j+1,Sj+1(n)(n),

if Oj(n) − Oj(n − 1)
= Sj(n) − Sj+1(n) and j = 1∑

j
SP,lj,Sj(n)(n)S

P
j+1,Sj+1(n)(n),

if Oj(n) − Oj(n − 1)
= Sj(n) − Sj+1(n) and
j = N − 1∑

j
SP,lj,Sj(n)(n)S

P,r
j+1,Sj+1(n)(n)

|Sj(n)−Sj+1(n)=Oj(n)−Oj(n−1),
if Oj(n) − Oj(n − 1)
= Sj(n) − Sj+1(n) and j = 2,
· · · ,N − 2

(3)

SPi (n) can be calculated by Equations (4–6) as follows:

SP1 (n) = SOP
1 (4)

SP,ru,v(n) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

SOP
u,v

CAu−v∑
k=0

xPu,k(n − 1) + xPu,v(n − 1)

Mu∑
k=v+1

SOP
u,k, v = 0, 1, · · · ,Mu − 1

SOP
u,v

CAu−l∑
k=0

xPu,v(n − 1), v = Mu

SP,lu,v(n) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

SOP
u,v

CAu−1∑
k=v

xPu−1,k(n − 1) + xPu−1,v(n − 1)

Mu∑
k=v+1

SOP
u,k, v = 0, 1, · · · ,Mu − 1

SOP
u,v

CAu−1∑
k=v

xPu−1,k(n − 1), v = Mu

(5)

SPN(n) = SOP
N (6)

where u = 2, 3, · · · ,N − 1, upper r and l represent the
right and left part of the two parts of SPu(n), respectively.

It shall be pointed out that each iteration step above
has multiple probability multiplications and accumu-
lations. In order to ensure the convergence of the
algorithm, it needs to normalise the xPj (n) at the end of
each cycle as follows:

xPj,k(n) = xPj,k(n)/
Cj∑
l=0

xPj,l(n) (7)

where k = 0, 1, · · · ,Cj.
The above iterative algorithm Equation (2) also

requires an initial condition. For simplicity, it assumes
that the initial utilisation of each buffer is 0, i.e. xPj (0) =[

1 0 · · · 0
]T , j = 1, 2, · · · ,N − 1. Then, the

value of SOP
i can be calculated using Equation (8) as
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follows:

SOP
i,k = CMi

k pk(1 − p)Mi−k (8)

where k ∈ {0, 1, · · · ,Mi} and i ∈ {1, · · · ,N}.
A machine in the production line may breakdown

at stage i1 ∈ {1, · · · ,N} at cycle n1 and recovery at n2.
When the stage breaks, each value of the SOP

i1 for this
stage changes and can be calculated using the following
equation:

SOP
i1,k = C

Mi1−1
k pk(1 − p)Mi1−1−k (9)

where k ∈ {0, 1, · · · ,Mi1 − 1}. The Idle-area of MB also
replaces buffer Ti1−1 or Area i1 − 1 in the same cycle. At
this point, xPi1−1(n1) = [xPi1−1,0(n1) xPi1−1,1(n1)
· · · xPi1−1,CAMB

(n1)]T = [1 0 · · · 0]T . Then bring
all SOP

i and xPj into the iterative algorithm Equation (2)
and continue to run.When the stage i1 recovery at n2, the
SOP

i1 and xPi1−1(n2) become the same as the state at cycle
n1 − 1 and continue to bring in Equation (2).

Finally, PR(n) can be calculated using the following
equation:

PR(n) =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0

1 ·
MN∑
k=1

SOP
N,k

1 · SOP
N,1 + 2 ·

MN∑
k=2

SOP
N,k

...
MN∑
k=1

k × SOP
N,k

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

T

xPN−1(n) (10)

Furthermore, the breakdown-free steady PRwith thresh-
old δ, SPRδ , can be obtained as follows:

SPRδ = PR(n)|PR(n)−PR(n−1)<δ , n ∈ N+ (11)

The above model refers to (Gu et al. 2015) and has been
improved to make it suitable for production line with
RM and MB. This model is used for production lines of
2-stage-1-buffer, 3-stage-2-buffer, 4-stage-3-buffer, and
5-stage-4-buffer, respectively. The resulting SPRδ has an
error of less than 0.5%.

2.3. Resilience indices

The resilience of a production system is measured by
how does the system react when one of its stage, for
instance, machine q, q ∈ (1, 2, · · · ,Mi) at stage i, i ∈
{1, 2, · · · ,N}, breaks down. There are several resilience
indices including:

The Production Loss (PL). The production loss is the
lost due to the machine breakdown at cycle n1. It can be
calculated as follows:

PLi,q =
tr∑

n=n1

SPRδ − PRi,q(n) (12)

where the superscript i, q denote machine q at stage i, tr
is defined as the time when the PR(n) is restored to the
steady state after the breakdown.

The Work-In-Process (WIP) and Work-In-Process in
Idle-area of Movable Buffers (WIPM). WIP is exten-
sive used in production system engineering and can be
calculated by Equation (13) as follows. In this paper,
MB is added to the production system design instead
of the ordinary buffer and the Idle-area of MB will be
exploited to storeWIP in the event of breakdown. There-
fore, we call Work-In-Process in Idle-area of Movable
Buffers WIPM, which can be temporarily stored in MB
for late usage and calculations are similar to WIP. Define
xPMBi−1

as the probability of the state vector of MB, xMB
is the MB will replace the original buffer Ti−1 during the
breakdown. WIPMi,q, i = 2, 3, · · · ,N, can be calculated
as follows:

WIPi,q =
CAi−1∑
k=0

k · xPi−1,k(tr) (13)

WIPMi,q =
CAMB∑
k=0

k · xPMBi−1,k(tr) (14)

whereCAMB is recorded for the capacity ofMB Idle-area.
The Process Time of Work-In-Process in Idle-area

of Movable Buffers with Threshold γ (WIPMTi,q
γ ). This

index is suitable for calculating additional labour costs,
such as overtime costs. The calculation of WIPMTi,q

γ is
the same as WIPMi,q except that the initial condition in
the buffer Ti−1 is replaced with WIPMi,q instead of 1.
The initial conditions in other buffers are 0. When the
machine at the first i − 1 stage stops working, WIPMi,q
are processed by the latter stages. It is assumed that the
productionwill have nomore breakdownswhen process-
ing WIPMi,q and WIPTMi,q

γ . The Threshold γ , which
defines that if the PR is less than it at cycle n when
processing WIPMi,q, then WIPTMi,q

γ = n, n ∈ N+.
The Investment Return (IR). This is a combination

of PL, WIPMi,q and WIPTMi,q
γ . Assuming the cost per

product is CP and the cost per minute of overtime is CO,
IR can be calculated as follows:

IRi,q = (Y − PLi,q + WIPMi,q) · CP

− WIPTMi,q
γ · CO − FC (15)
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where Y is the yield without breakdown, and FC is the
fixed cost of equipment and running the production line.

It shall be mentioned that production systems may
breakdown inmany differentways. Though, in this paper,
we only considered one breakdown occurring at a time.
Let the probability of breakdown at each stage of the
production systembe pb1, pb2, · · · , pbN with

∑N
i=1 pbi =

1. Further, the expectations for indices PL, WIPM and
WIPTM can be obtained as follows:

PL =
N∑
i=1

pbiPLi,q

WIPM =
N∑
i=1

pbiWIPMi,q

WIPTM =
N∑
i=1

pbiWIPTMi,q
γ (16)

where q is a machine in stage i and q ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,Mi}.
Accordingly, the total IR is as follows:

IR = (Y − PL + WIPM) · CP − WIPTMγ · CO − FC
(17)

In summary, the procedure of computing the resilience
of the production is as follows:

• Step 1: Determine the production cycle time of each
stage and then compute the production cycle time�T
using Equation (1).

• Step 2: Use the iterative algorithm Equations (2–9) to
calculate xPj (n), j ∈ {1, 2, · · ·N − 1}. Calculate PR and
SPRδ using Equations (10) and (11), respectively.

• Step 3: For a specific breakdown, compute PLi,q,
WIPMi,q andWIPTMi,q

γ using Equations (12–15).
• Step 4: For each possible breakdown, repeat Step 3 and

Step 4.
• Step 5: Compute PL, WIPM, WIPTM and IR using

Equations (16) and (17).

3. Numerical examples

In this section, we will give two numerical examples to
illustrate the method, and mainly use the Matlab 2018b
for programming.

3.1. A production line with three operations:

In this example, we consider a single-type product pro-
duction system. The product is made in three opera-
tions: A1, B1, C1. Typically, each operation is completed
in a stage (i.e. Operation A1 is completed at Stage 1,
Operation B1 is completed at Stage 2 and Operation C1

is completed at Stage 3), and each operation requires
1 min to complete. Thus, the production cycle time is
1 min. The production system can be set up in var-
ious ways and the goal is to find the optimal setup
that minimises the investment return, IR, when fac-
ing breakdown. In the study, following assumptions are
made:

(1) The operation cost is calculated based on an 8-h
working day. The overtime requires an additional
cost 0.02/min.

(2) The fixed cost of a single-function machine is 1. The
return of investment of a product is 0.08. The cost
of a dual-function RM machine is 1.3 and the cost
of a three-function RMmachine is 1.9. The cost of a
buffer is 0.2 and its capacity is 5. The cost of an MB
is 0.3 and its capacity is 60. If the production system
uses 1 buffer, an alternative is to use an MB which
consists of two areas: Area-1 and Idle-area, and their
capacities are 10 and 20, respectively. If the produc-
tion system uses 2 buffers, an alternative is to use a
MB consists of three areas: Area-1, Area-2 and Idle-
area and their capacities are 5, 5, and 60, respectively.
Some of the costs are omitted herein, such as the
maintenance cost and etc.

(3) The Bernoulli reliability of a machine is 0.95. The
reliability of the switch ps in an RM is 0.99. The
reliability of a MB pMB is also 0.99.

(4) Suppose there are I operations Ai, i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , I},
J operations Bj, j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , J} and K operations
Ck, k ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,K} on the production line. Oper-
ations Ai will never break. A breakdown will occur
on one operation Bi or Cj and the probability
are 1/(J + K), respectively. δ of SPRδ and γ of
WIPTMi,q

γ are 0.01 and 0.2, respectively.
(5) When a breakdown is encountered, two strategies

can be implemented:
Strategy 0—waiting for themachine being repaired;

Strategy 1 — Add resilient elements RM or
MB or both to the production system, RM can
take 2 cycles to reconfigure the system and MB
can store the WIP generated from the previous
stage to the Idle-area.

Figure 5 shows seven types of configurations. Type 1 is
three machines connected in series with no buffer. It is
perhaps themost common configuration and can be con-
sidered as a baseline. Type 2 is similar to Type 1 but adds
a buffer between Stage 1 and Stage 2 with the capacity of
10. Type 3 is also similar to Type 1 but adds two buffers
and their capacities are 5. Type 4 replaces the two fixed
buffers in Type 3 with one MB. The machines in Type 1,
2, 3, and 4 cannot be reconfigured.
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Figure 5. Seven different configurations.

Type 5 uses one machine and two RMs. Normally,
the RM at Stage 2 performs operation B1 while the RM
at Stage 3 performs operation C2. When operation B1
in RM at Stage 2 is broken. There are two cases herein.
Breakdown case 1 assumes that the operation B and oper-
ation C can be done without sequential requirement. In
this case, as shown in Figure 6(a), if B1 breaks down, the
switch S1 is switched to C1 to carry out operation C first.
Then the switch S2 is switched to B2 to carry out opera-
tion B. In other words, the production routine is A1C1B2.
Breakdown case 2 requires operation B and operation C
being performed in a fixed order. In this case, as shown
in Figure 6(b), if B1 breaks down, with the help of MB
Operation B can be performed first in B2 followed by

Operation C in the C2. In other words, the production
routine is A1B2C2.

Type 6 links the twoRMs of Type 5 in parallel and each
RM performs operation B and C simultaneously. Type
7 parallels three RMs and each performs all operations
simultaneously. The parallel structure of Configuration
Type 6 and 7 makes it inadvisable to reconfigure the sys-
tem because the internal operations of RM are performed
in series when a breakdown occurs. Then Type 6 and
Type 7 do not reconfigure the system and wait to be
repaired if a breakdown occurs.

We calculate PR(n), SPRδ , PRi,q(n), PLi,q, WIPMi,q

and WIPTMi,q
γ with the method in Section 2.2. Take,

for example, the calculation of the state xP1 (n) and
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Figure 6. The production routine in Type 5 after breakdown.

xP2 (n) at cycle 1. SOP
1 = SOP

2 = SOP
3 = [

0.05 0.95
]

can be calculated by Equation (8). Then according to
Equations (4–6), obtain SP1 (1) = SP3 (1) = [

0.05 0.95
]

and SP,r2 (1) = SP,l2 (1) = [
1 0

]
. Finally, xP1 (1) = [0.05

0.95 0 · · · 0] and xP2 (1) = [
1 0 0 · · · 0

]
can

be obtained in terms of Equations (1) and (2). It
is assumed that a breakdown in Operation Bi or Cj
occurs at cycle 200 and recovery at the end of the
260 cycle. Note that Type 7 can be considered as one
stage as it contains three RMs and each can handle
three operations. Thus, the production cycle time of
Type 7 is 3.

Figure 7 shows the PR of different types of settings.
Table 1 shows their performance comparisons. Following
observations can be made:

• For Type 1, if operation B1 or C1 breaksdown, the PR
will go down to zero. After the breakdown is fixed, the
PR goes back to normal again. The investment return,
IR, is also low because of the low SPRδ , high PLi,q and
WIPMi,q = 0.

• For Type 2, if operation B1 or C1 breaksdown, the PR
goes down to zero just like that of Type 1. However, it
has a buffer for cushion. Thus, its SPRδ is higher than

that of Type 1. Its PL is slightly higher because of the
higher SPRδ . Though, the higher SPRδ results in better
IR than that of Type 1.

• For Type 3, if operation B1 breaksdown, the produc-
tion system can continue to run until the parts in
buffer T2 runs out, then the PR goes down to zero
gradually. Similarly, if operation C1 breaks down, the
PR goes down to zero. Type 3 has two buffers for cush-
ion. Hence, its SPRδ is higher than that of Type 2.
Though, the capital investment also increases. Because
of the increase of SPRδ , its IR increases.

• For Type 4, during breakdowns, its PR is rather similar
to that of Type 3. However, it SPRδ is less than that of
Type 3 because theMB is unreliable. TheMB does not
affect PL. Furthermore, since MB increases WIPMi,q,
its IR is better than that of Type 3. In practice, though,
the cost, FC, should be carefully considered.

• For Type 5, when Strategy 0 is taken during the break-
down, the PR is also reduced to 0. However, the PR
can quickly bounce back as the system can be recon-
figured. When Strategy 1 is taken during the break-
down, the system keeps on working (though with
reduced rate). This applies to both operation B1 breaks
down and operation C2 breaks down. Its SPRδ is
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Figure 7. The PR of seven different configurations.

Table 1. The performance comparison among the seven kinds of configurations.

Breakdown operation SPRδ PLi,q WIPMi,q WIPTMi,q
γ /min IR

Type 1 B or C 0.8574 51.44 0 0 25.81
Type 2 B or C 0.8978 54.01 0 0 26.95
Type 3 B 0.9448 55.17 0 0 28.48

C 54.57 0 0
Type 4 B 0.9333 54.82 56.43 65 31.37

C 54.8 55.44 60
Type 5 Strategy 0 B1 0.9098 54.18 56.43 66 30.39

C2 54.16 55.02 61
Strategy 1 for Case 1 B1 3.64 0 0 31.25

C2 3.64 0 0
Strategy 1 for Case 2 B1 5.21 4.72 8 31.34

C2 5.21 4.72 8
Type 6 Bd orCd (d = 1, 2) 0.8931 26.78 38.3 47 28.14
Type 7 Bd orCd(d = 1, 2, 3) 0.8488 14.41 0 0 25.74

less than that of Type 4 because RM is less reliable.
The PLi,q is mainly due to the system reconfigura-
tion. When operation B1 breaks down, the system
returns to the full capacity after reconfiguration. This
helps to place its IR 9.73% higher than that of Type 3
((31.25 − 28.48/28.48)% = 9.73%).

• For Type 6, the PR does not drop to 0 during the
breakdown because there are always other parallel
machines working. It is interesting to note that its PR
jumps up and down. This is because the cycle time
of stage 2 is 2min while the production cycle time
is 1 min. Although the MB keeps on serving both
RMs, PR will be interrupted. Consequently, its SPRδ

is lower even though its reliability is high. Its IR is also
lower.

• For Type 7, similar to Type 6, the PR does not drop
to 0 during the breakdown. However, its SPRδ is low
for the same reason. Additionally, its FC is higher and
hence, the IR is low.

In summary, both Type 4 and Type 5 are good choices.
This implies that both RM and MB will help to gain
higher IR and increase the resilience of production line.
Though, too many RM could result in reduced PR and
hence, is not desirable.

3.2. A production line with 10 operations

This example is a 10-stage serial production line as shown
in Figure 8(a). Each stage deals with an operation. The
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Table 2. The number of machines in each stage and the corresponding Bernoulli reliability.

Stage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Number of machines 2 2 1 1 2 3 1 1 1 2
Bernoulli reliability 0.7 0.7 0.9 0.9 0.7 0.55 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.7

goal is to add RM and MB to the system to increase
the system resilience. Following assumptions are made
except for those in Section 2.2.

(1) The number of machines per stage and the corre-
sponding Bernoulli reliability are shown in Table 2;

(2) Each operation needs 1min to finish and each
reconfiguring of RM takes 5 min. ps = 0.99 and
pMB = 1;

(3) The machine in 4th, 8th, 9th stages may occur
a breakdown and the probabilities are 0.2, 0.4
and 0.4, respectively. The breakdown will last
500 min;

(4) The cost of a single function machine, FC, is 1. The
investment return, IR, of a product is 0.021 and the
WIPTM cost is 0.009 per minute. The cost of a dual-
function RMmachine is 1.6. A normal buffer with a
capacity of 10 costs 0.2. The cost ofMBk, k ∈ {1, 2, 3}
is 0.5 and the capacities of it are Area 1 = 10, Area
2 = 10, Area 3 = 10 and Idle-area = 600;

(5) The production time excluding WIPTM, PT, is
4800 min. δ of SPRδ and γ of WIPTMi,q

γ are 0.01.

Based on Section 3.1, the RM is best positioned on one
of the two sides of the breakdown stage. MB should place
the WIPs generated by stage i − 1, i i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , 10} in
the Idle-area when stage i breakdown. MB can replace
buffer Tj, j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , 9} from beginning to end because
cost of that is less than the sum of three buffers and
reliability probability of MB is 1.

The initial configuration and three improved config-
urations as shown in Figure 8(a–d) are proposed and
compared to find the optimal one.

As shown in Figure 8(b),MB1 replaces buffer T1 to T3,
MB2 replaces buffer T4 to T6 andMB3 replaces buffer T7
to T9 in Type 2.

As shown in Figure 8(c), replace three machines with
three RMs in Type 3. Each RM can perform 2 operations.
When there is no breakdown, the production system runs
in sequential order. When the 4th stage breaks down,
the system is reconfigured so that Stage 3 will carry out
both the 3rd and the 4th operations while the others
remain unchanged. A similar strategy is applied for the
breakdowns in the other stages.

As shown in Figure 8(d), Type 4 combines Type 2 and
Type 3, i.e. replacing Tj, j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , 9} with MBk, k ∈
{1, 2, 3} and replacing the normal machine M3,1, M7,1,
and M8,1 with RM3,4

3,1 , RM
7,8
7,1 , and RM8,9

8,1 , respectively.

When a breakdown occurs, if the RM stage is less produc-
tive at the time of reconfiguring or after completion than
in the previous stage, the WIP generated by the previous
stage will be placed in the Idle-area of the MB.

The cycle time of each type, T, is 1 because the pre-
vious assumption mentions that each stage processing
operation takes 1 min. In this example, the iterative
algorithm of Section 2.2 is used to estimate dynamic
performance.

Table 3 shows the performance comparison of the
three configurations. From the table, following observa-
tions can be made:

• For Type 1, it has high SPRδ because the 16 single-
function machines and 9 buffers are efficient. How-
ever, it has high PLi,q as well no matter which stage
breaks because the production system will stop when
a machine breaks down and the buffers are run out
of spare parts. Its WIPMi,q and WIPTMi,q

γ are zero
because MB is not used.

• For Type 2, SPRδ is the same as Type 1 because MB
is completely reliable. Its PLi,q is still high. However,
because of the use ofMB, itsWIPMi,q increases result-
ing higher IR than that of Type 1.

• For Type 3, SPRδ is lower than that of Type 1 and
Type 2 because the RM is less reliable than of the sin-
gle operation machine. Though, because of the use of
RM, its WIPMi,q is much smaller than Type 1 and 2.
TheMB is not adopted in this type, thenWIPMi,q and
WIPTMi,q

γ are zero. Consequently, its IR is increased
a higher than of Type 2. In fact, it gives the best
IR among all the configurations. A careful examina-
tion reveals that RM reduces PL during breakdown
periods, while MB reduces PL by temporarily storing
WIP.

• For Type 4, SPRδ lower than that of Type 1and 2 and
3. The PLi,q is higher than Type 3 because the used
capacity of the MB idle area at the beginning of the
breakdown is 0 and it will take time to steady. The
larger WIPMi,q and WIPTMi,q

γ for the Stage 4 break-
down is due to the higher production in the Stage
1 and 2. All WIPs produced in the second stage are
placed in the Idle-area of MB after the Buffer T2 is
replaced by it. IR is the highest of the four configu-
rations due to the utilisation of RM and MB.

In summary, the IRs of Type 2, 3, and 4 are more than
10% higher than that of Type 1. Particularly, Type 4 is the
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Figure 8. Different configurations. In the figure, the MBs are marked in blue and the RMs are marked in green. The subscript is the
machine number of the stage while the superscript is the operation, for example, RM3,4

3,1 implies this RM machine number is 1 and used
in stage 3, and can carry out operations 3 and 4.
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Table 3. The performance comparison among of the four configurations.

Breakdown stage SPRδ PLi,q WIPMi,q WIPTMi,q
γ /min IR

Type 1 4 0.8860 443.66 0 0 46.83
8 443.66 0 0
9 443.66 0 0

Type 2 4 0.8860 443.66 450 508 51.99
8 443.66 445.51 503
9 443.66 447.53 504

Type 3 4 0.8782 30.45 0 0 52.80
8 45.71 0 0
9 47.99 0 0

Type 4 4 0.8782 31.39 276.49 359 54.07
8 47.1 48.00 75
9 49.54 46.33 67

best choice. This indicates that the use of RM and MB
helps to improve the resilience of the production system.
The conclusions of this example are supported by the
parameter assumptions at the beginning of this section.
We are concerned about the impact of changes in two
types of parameters on decision-making. One is the cost
of a single RM (CM), which is one parameter of RM, and
the other is the cost of a single MB (CMB) and CO, which
are two parameters ofMB. Figure 9 shows the IR at differ-
ent parameter values. Figure 9(a) indicates that, the IR of
Type 4 remains high despiteCM changes to 2 (CM should
not exceed the cost of two normal machines) when the
other parameters remain unchanged. However, the deci-
sion priority for Type 3 is reduced to after Type 2 when
the CM is greater than 1.87. In Figure 9(b), Type 1 and
2 are not affected by CMB and CO because they do not
have MB. Type 4 is more stable than Type 2, but Type 2
has a higher IR value if (CMB,CO) is to the right of Line 4.
Finally, Type 3 should be adopted when (CMB, CO) is to
the left of line 2, Type 4 should be adopted when (CMB,
CO) is between line 2 and line 4, and Type 2 should be
adopted when (CMB, CO) is to the right of line 4.

4. Conclusions and future work

This paper presents a study on the design of resilient
production system using RM and MB. The main contri-
bution is to present an approach to model the produc-
tion system with RM and MB, and RM and/or MB can
improve the resilience of the production system and both
are used for better results. The presentedmodel is used to
analyse two production systems, one has three operations
and the other 10 operations. Based on the computer sim-
ulation, some recommendations for designing resilient
production systems using RM and MB are as follows:

(1) The use of RM can effectively keep the production
system running during the breakdowns and hence,
reduce the production loss, PL. This helps to increase

the resilience (The IR has improved over 9%) of the
production system.

(2) The use ofMB can effectively storeWork-In-Process
parts. During the breakdowns, it can keep the pro-
duction system running for a period of time and
hence, reduce the production loss, PL. This helps to
increase the resilience (The IR has improved over
9%) of the production system.

(3) The presented iterative algorithm can effectively cut
down the computation load and the resulting errors
are small.

(4) In general, for complicated production systems that
may have a large number of configurations, follow-
ing design principles may be exercised: (1) Place
RM on the bottleneck operations; (2) Placing MB
requires that the routes contain the breakdown
prone stage; (3) The cost of RM need to be taken
into account because it could increase non-linearly;
(4) The cost of handling work-in-process inmovable
buffers (WIPM) also needs to be considered because
it could increase nonlinearly.

Designing a resilient production system needs to con-
sider several other factors. Future research includes (1)
considering the situations of multiple breakdowns occur-
ring randomly and/or simultaneously; (2) considering
the production systemwithmore operations can produce
multiple types of products; (3) considering the incoming
materials/parts to the production system; (4) considering
the production systems that can change their layouts; (5)
considering adding more resilient elements (analogy to
reconfigurablemachines andmovable buffers) in the sup-
ply chain; and (6) considering establishing the structural
design of the real reconfigurable machines and movable
buffers, platform to control the indices of resilience, etc.
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Figure 9. The value of IR when the parameters change.
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